Purso's general terms (PGT2014)
Term of delivery
FCA Siuro, Incoterms 2010, unless it has been
agreed otherwise.
				
Term of payment
Term of payment according to the agreement.
				
Packing
The standard package (plastic wrap) is included
in the sale price. A separate agreement must be
made on any other packing methods.
				
Drawings
The drawings and models we manufacture are
our property, and they may not be copied,
handed over or disclosed to a third party
without our permission.
				
Complaints
Any complaints regarding the delivery must be
made to Purso within 14 days from receiving the
goods, or within 7 days if the matter involves
damage that occurred during transport.
				
Delivery quantity
The minimum extrusion batch for alloys 6063
and 6060 is 250 kg/profile, and for alloys 6082
and 6005 it is min. 500 kg/profile.
				
An order stated in kilos or metres is considered
an approximate value, and the consignment may
deviate from what was ordered by plus or minus
10%; however, at least by plus or minus 50 kg
(orders of less than 500 kg). When ordering by
piece, exceeding the ordered amount by 10% is
permitted. A separate agreement must be made
on the specific number of pieces.
				
Tolerances
Normally, tolerances in accordance with SFS-EN
755-9 are applied. Other tolerances may also be
applied upon a separate agreement.		
				
Material certificates
Agreement on the material certificates required
must be made in connection with the order at
the latest.
				
Delivery lengths
The normal delivery length is 3–8 m. The cutting
accuracy is in accordance with SFS-EN 755-9.
NOTE! The longest profile cutting length
16 metres.		
				
Anodised and painted profiles
Contact marks remain at the ends and sides of
the profiles. If the profile will be anodised later,
this must be stated during the order phase.
				
Storing painted, anodised and
untreated profiles
An anodised profile waiting in its transport

package for installation or end use is stored
protected from rain as well as mechanical
damage in a dry area. The profile package must
not be wet or exposed to humidity.
				
Caring for painted, anodised and
untreated surfaces
The surfaces are cleaned and inspected at least
once every 12 months: Washing with a neutral
(pH approx. 5–8) synthetic detergent solution
followed by rinsing with clean water at room
temperature. Strong basic or alkaline cleaning
detergents may not be used either.
				
Extrusion dies
The customer is responsible for any possible
patent violation or design right infringement in
profiles that have been ordered in accordance
with a model or drawing. The extrusion dies are
owned by the seller and they will be destroyed
after three (3) years from the last manufacture.
Upon a written request by the customer and at
the customer's cost, the dies can be stored for
a longer period. The customer is not entitled to
any compensation for the destroyed dies.
The extrusion dies are only used upon the
customer's order. The customer has no other
rights to determine what is done with the dies.
All of the customer's rights to the extrusion dies
will be terminated if the customer enters into
reorganisation proceedings or if the customer is
declared bankrupt or placed into liquidation.
We cannot give a binding time of delivery for
the first delivery of a new product/die because
a new extrusion die always requires one or more
test runs and possible repairs to ensure
its functionality.
				
Retention of ownership
Purso retains ownership of the products until
the customer has paid the purchase price in full.
The customer must store the products so that
they can be separated from the customer's
property.
				
Force majeure
In addition to the cases listed in the general
terms of agreement NL01, the simultaneous
breakage of machines or dies as well as possible
backup dies in a way that makes it impossible to
fulfil the obligations based on the agreement in
time is also considered a case of force majeure.
				
Other terms and conditions
In other respects, we follow the general terms of
agreement NL01 regarding deliveries.

